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TOO MUCH THINKING 
By Rabbi Dov Keilson                                                
     

Thinking is so important. It is meant to be 

the backdrop of all our deeds, and the source of all 

our goals. It is the key to our relationship with The 

Creator, and the substance of all our prayers. It is 

the depth behind all our learning, and the essence of 

all our motives. However, strange as it may sound, 

sometimes a person can actually think too much. 

The Posuk states at the end of Parashas 

Va’eschanan: “Hayom La’asosum”- “Today to do.” 

Life is all about just that: doing. Of course our 

actions begin with thoughts, but it is essential to 

bring our thoughts min hakoach el hapoel – from 

the world of potential to that of actuality. This can 

only be accomplished by concrete actions. 

While it is true that there is a concept of 

machshava k’maisah - that Hashem considers our 

intentions to perform mitzvos as if they had been 

done, that is true only when one does everything in 

his ability to perform the mitzvah, but is unable to, 

due to circumstances beyond his control. But if a 

person merely entertains the thought of doing a 

mitzvah, then Hashem will not consider it as if he 

did something, for his intentions remain as thoughts 

alone and nothing more. 

The Yetzer Hora knows of this reality good 

and well, and he therefore places many good ideas 

in people’s minds to think about, in order to make 

sure that they never actually do anything. He tries to 

insure that people start many worthy projects, but 

do not see them to completion. (Included in that is 

beginning many different Mesechtos and not 

actually make a siyum on any one of them!) 

The Yetzer Hora also knows how we think 

and feel. He thus inspires us to have many meetings 

and get-togethers to discuss ideas to work on, as 

long as nothing comes out limaaseh. He knows that 

as long as we ‘talk about it’ we feel like we already 

did something and are automatically less motivated 

to actually get up and do. He also knows that talk is  

 

cheap and easy, but that when we have to roll up 

our sleeves and maybe get our shoes a little dirty, 

we aren’t as quick to volunteer. 

Chazal therefore teach us “Emor M’at 

Va’aseh Harbeh- talk little and do much.” The less 

one talks, the more one is able to do. Life is about 

doing, and when one talks less, he will have more 

ability to really accomplish. 

Besides for talking though, some of us have 

to learn how to think less about our ideas as well. 

Of course sufficient thought must be put into 

everything we do before we do it, but when taken 

too far, the thinking itself becomes counterproduc-

tive. Sometimes, we think and think until our minds 

go blank from too much thinking, and we become 

so tired and confused from mulling over the issue 

that we end up doing nothing about it! 

Klal Yisroel needs doers. We need to train 

ourselves with the attitude of doing in order to 

achieve. To make more and more meetings bemoan-

ing the problems within our communities does not 

solve the issues. The issues are only solved by 

people who are ready to do. Yes, we need proper 

forethought and guidance, but things will only 

happen if people have the perspective of 

“Laasosum.” 

As a parable: Often a Tzibur will wait for 

a Baal Tefilah to step up to the plate, and there 

are those amongst them who will volunteer 

others to take the amud….Then there are those 

who do not ask anyone else to do what they 

would not do themselves, rather, they go up to 

lead the Tzibur in coming closer to Hashem…  

A song I B’ezras Hashem wrote many years 

ago ends with these words: “Don’t just stare, start 

to care, for your eternity…” BSD 
 

 
 

  




